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I’ve recently found I
have confirmed lymphoe-
dema, following surgery
for my breast cancer
some time ago now.
When some or all of 
your lymph glands are
removed a swelling of
the tissues can occur. Fortunately it’s
quite mild and I have a pressure gar-
ment to wear on my arm to hopefully
minimise its progression. 

I’m not sure how comfortable it will
be when our warm weather arrives
and, when I travel long haul I’ll have
the equivalent of three flight socks to
put on, but such is life! I was told that
exercising my arm as much as possi-
ble is good and swimming is one of
the best forms, therefore I planned 
the composition of this editorial while
swimming and listening to music on
my MP3 player, an enjoyable activity
I’ve mentioned before.

This was on New Year’s Eve, and in
the same swimming lane was a well-
known Member of Parliament. He of
course doesn’t know me and I would
not dream of speaking to him in his
private leisure time, but it’s quite weird
in that, of all the gym members, he is
the only one I’ve seen fairly regularly
and at random times, to the point,
where he does now give me a nod
when we see each other! I left the 
gym at 6.30pm that evening, by which
time Westminster Bridge had closed
in preparation for the firework display,
so my bus home had been diverted. 

After the disaster of last year, when
my husband and I got stranded on
‘The Strand’ with no view of the fire-
works, just lots of inebriated people
pushing, and we had to walk for ages
to get home as the underground was
too full to use, I decided to place 
myself firmly in front of the television
to welcome in this New Year. 

So, I set off towards Waterloo to
catch a bus, passing many rubbish

carts en
route ready for the even-

tual ‘clear up’ programme.
I’ve read news reports since
stating 85 tonnes of rubbish

was collected that night in London, in-
cluding 15,000 discarded champagne
bottles! I don’t quite understand why
people can’t take their rubbish home.
Other news documented there were
3800 police officers on duty for the
fireworks alone, while the London Am-
bulance Service received 1,100 calls
between 7pm and midnight and 469 in
the first hour of 2014. Fortunately the
crowds were in good spirits and no
major issues were reported. We have
much to thank the front line workers
for, in all the public sector services
who generally do a fantastic job.

My New Year’s resolution, apart
from trying to swim frequently and
with vigour, is to demonstrate my
gratitude more. I’m going to start by
making and sending a card to the
above mentioned MP to wish him a
Happy New Year from the lady at the
swimming pool with the bright pink
MP3 player!

I’ve fallen in love with a new style of
card - I call them my ‘Chiodini Chirpy
Chickens’. I use my embossing and
die cutting machine to make them,
and now I’m going to try and ‘crank
the handle’ left-handed to give my
needy arm more exercise. If I place it
high up on a shelf to do so, that will
be even better!

I’ll leave you to imagine me at work
and I wish you good health, happiness
and much card making enjoyment in
2014. Very best wishes,



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
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INTRODUCTION:

We have made beautiful matching die-cut topper sheets
(CDTs) to go with this set of die-cut 3D découpage designs,
which look just fabulous either way. The codes for these are
shown alongside the découpage codes in each case.

Young Couple: DCD589 & CDT541G
Card 1 (DCD): SF01M-82 Silver. The scroll stickers (ZL807U-43) are placed
around the design and over the heart (ZL800U-53) with gems over the stars.
Card 2 (DCD): TW26D-LF-011 Pink. The front
of this card twists over to make the contrast-
ing panel with flowers placed on the scallops
(XL460U-08) and loving words (XL718U-08).
The decoration is silver fabric (MESH01-03)
and a pink rose head (FLW34-33).
Card 3 (CDT): SF03U-30 White. The front
panel is partly covered with silver sublime
paper (SU01A5) then angel hair (AH03A4), 
with just a 4mm edge of silver showing. The
pink bow is tied from ribbon (MTR14-10).
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the two heads and

curve her head
down at the cut.
Layer 3: Curve
the top of her
head down. Sticky fix in place with the little bit of jacket
tucked into the slot of the previous layer and glue the 
top points of the shirt collar down. Sticky fix his head at
the chin and glue at the top.
Layer 4: Cut between her fringe and face, curve the 
face down and use a sticky fixer behind the fringe. Cut
between the folds of the dress to shape them, if desired.
Glue the back of her head by the top of the bun.
Layer 5: Using a dab of glue, stick the short (upper) 
ribbon trail to layer 1 by the middle of the curl, and the
long (lower) ribbon by the bend about half way along, or
the middle of the last curl.

Sweet Romance: DCD590 & CDT542G
Card 1 (DCD): SF01U-18 Deep Red. The open end of the front panel is covered with
a 150mm wide panel of swirl paper (SR313P). Layer 1 is matted onto black card then
stuck onto the card at an angle. The corners of the card are decorated with stickers
(ZL797U-41 & -44). The panel has smaller gold corners (XL664U-01), and swirls

(XL807U-01) that cross between the
panel and the card. 
Card 2 (CDT): SF06H-68 Europa
Ivory. The cream patterned panel
(CRC280P) is matted onto red card
(CRE01CA5) with punched hearts (PPW202) scattered onto it. Red ribbon (MTR20-
25) is used at the side of the panel and through the punched hole in the tag.
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Place section 3a (bottom of the dress) first, use sticky fixers along the bottom
edge and glue the top edge, which will be covered by the next part. If you cut along the
painted folds of the dress and shape them, up a little or down a little according to the
painting, before sticking in place it can add to the flow of the fabric.
Layer 4: Cut around the back of the ear and curve the ear forward and the hair back.
Cut along the top of her arm and curve the dress down, cut between the ribbon and
dress at the back and curve the dress down at the cut, cut and shape the bottom of 
the dress if desired. Glue the top of his arm, the front of the dress trim, and use just
a dab of glue at the end of each trailing ribbon.
Layer 5: Use a sticky fixer on her elbow and glue the shoulder and tips of her fingers.
Use a little sticky fixer under the largest rose on the bodice trim, and curve both ends
of the trim down.
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Wedding: DCD591 & CDT543G
Card 1 (DCD): SF01C-116 Centura Black.
This design is black & white with just a 
hint of pink, so you can ‘colour scheme’ 
it to match any wedding. Glitter panels
(GB03A4 & SU01A4) add sparkle, you 
can use the heart buckles just as they
come (WAC1932SL) bright silver, or add
gems, glitter or stickers to go with your
wedding colour scheme, I’ve used pink
glitter (STK029). The ribbons (MTR22-00 
& MTR47-00) go through the buckle. 

Wine & Roses: DCD588 & CDT540G
Card 1 (DCD): SF13U-18 Deep Red. The lower
half of the panel is covered with heart paper
(SR152P), with a strip of deep red (SR165P), the
large hearts are also punched from this. Blank
foiled banners (CDS100G) are useful here with 
my lettering on them (XL603U-01 & XL667U-01).
Card 2 (DCD): SF06U-18 Deep Red. The smaller
design is mounted onto a red panel with ribbon
tied below (MTR12-02). The card is covered in
sublime silver (SU01A4) with wording (XL417U-02
& XL477U-02). A large heart (ZL800U-42) is used
to back the heart shaped panel.
Card 3 (CDT): SF06M-83 Stardream Quartz. The
red panels are cut using fancy scissors and
placed either side of the card before mounting

the main topper and round accents. The
greeting (XL809U-01) is backed with red
card and gold mirri (MIR01CA5) so it
matches the foiled borders, the hearts
are punched from gold mirri too.
Card 4 (DCD): SL01U-24 Dark Green.
The end of the panel is covered with
green canvas paper (SR257P) with ribbon
(MTR12-01) tied around it. Vine patterned
paper (SR279P) used as a pretty back-
ground, looks a little like a tablecloth. 
The chains of hearts (XL051U-01) make
pretty borders and the two small printed
panels balance the design nicely.
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: On the back candle, cut down
both sides of the wick and then between
the top of the candle wax and the holder
on both sides. Curve the candle holder
down to leave the flame standing forward
a little.
Layer 3: Do the same as before, to 
both candles. Sticky fix the
single leaves and glue at the
stems. Cut between the left

Card 2 (CDT): SF01V-70 Value White. The front paper
(SR241P) is cut near the left with fancy scissors, coloured
in silver along the cut edge and stuck to a panel of pink
card (CRC311P) before mounting. The bow is tied from
ribbon (MTR38-10) and the padded hearts (PFS43) tone
perfectly with it. Half pearls and gems add a bit of sparkle.
Card 3 (DCD): SF08U-30 Smooth White. The small design
from the sheet is mounted onto glitter board (GB02A4 &
GB12A4). The veil is made from soft angel hair fabric
(MESH01-01) with small gems at the top and a dotty bor-
der (ZL793U-50) curving around the folds at the bottom. 
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the bride’s arm and groom’s sleeve
on the left side and curve his arm down, place a pad under
her elbow.
Layer 3: Cut between the arms as before and curve the
groom’s arm down. Cut between the faces, cut between
the tie and arm then the shirt collar and jacket. Place a

sticky fixer under the
groom’s neck but not
his head, and a fixer
under the bride’s chin
but not her head.
Sticky fix into place then glue the top of her head at
the front only and glue the front of his face down.
Glue the end of the tie and the point of the jacket
tail. Curve or glue the right hand side of the dress
down at the bottom edge.
Layer 4: For the groom’s head, use sticky fixers on
the top and by the ear letting the chin curve down
to the previous layer. Cut between the dress and
the bottom of his hand, curving the dress down at
the cut. Use a sticky fixer under the elbows of both.
Glue both shoulders and his wrist.
Layer 5: Sticky fix the arms, then glue her shoulder
and the crook of his arm. Use a sticky fixer on her
hair bun, curving and gluing the top of her head.
Layer 6: Glue the veil at the flower.

glass and the petals and curve the
petals down.
Layer 4: For all the loose petals,
use a sticky fixer under the wide
end and curve or glue the point.
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Easter Bunnies & Chick: DCD592 & CDT544G
Cards 1 to 4 (DCD): This pretty set of cards in pastel colours
(SF03U-26, -16 & -12, and SF03C-114) match perfectly with the
designs and their pretty striped paper backgrounds (CPA002
mixed colour strip pack). Dotty borders in matching colours
(ZL793U) are stuck along the top of each paper panel before
adding the designs, which are matted onto white card.
Card 5 (CDT): SF06U-26 Pale Blue. The bunnies and chick on
these beautiful foiled edge toppers are exactly the same size
as the découpage versions, so you can easily build the layers
onto the panels to make layered, square, foiled designs. The
stripe paper is on the left side of this card along with two silver 
dotty borders (XL793U-02) and silver ribbon (MTR32-01). 
Découpage Layer Tips (4 designs ‘A’ to ‘D’): 
A2: Glue the egg at the shaded bottom curve.
A3: Glue the bottom of the part shell.
A4: Use sticky fixers under the feet and one in the centre of the
egg, curve the sides down and glue by the flowers.
B2: Don’t put any sticky fixers on the bunny, glue the top of 
the tail.
C3: Place the sticky fixers towards the bottom of the egg and
glue the top two points of the shell.
C4: Place sticky fixers on the bottom of the letter and glue 
the paws.
D3: Cut between the front of the head and wing, curve the front
of the head down.
D4: Curve the top of the wing down.

lettering (XL722U) is coloured using lumocolor pens (LUM01) and tiny
gems (GEM86) on the panel corners match the colour of the flowers. 
Card 2: SCF06U-44 Linen Cream. Again keeping the colours fresh and
simple suits the mood. Gold card (CNT101CA5) is used at the left, with
green ribbon (MTR45-66) tied around it. The cream paper (CP308G) has a
pretty gold stripe and the corners are the same as for the previous design. 
Card 3: SF06U-30 Smooth White. The panels without wording are also use-
ful for traditional style Easter cards. The paper is green canvas (SR257P),
with a spiral binder sticker (XL781U-01) to the right of it. The butterfly is 
cut out from the 6” x 6” ‘Just For You 2’ paper pack (PK723). The striped

paper (CP308G) also comes in a
6” x 6” paper pack (PK724) ‘Just
For You’.

Crosses: CDT021P (No Découpage)
Card 1: DF06U-44 Linen Cream. Both side panels
are folded in half, back on themselves. The left is
covered with patterned tissue paper (TISP104) and
the right with sublime glitter (SU72A5) for a subtle
glimmer, in keeping with the mood of the card. Two
matching toppers are used, the one inside has the
‘stars’ verse with the same violet flowers, and small
gold corners (XL660U-01) on the inside panel. The



Floral Corners
By Mavis Wright
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Curious Translucent Vellum: TR044PA4 Plum and
TR045PA4 Blueberry.

Paper: KA001PA5 Pale Yellow, KA013PA5 Pale
Green and STD24PA5 Crystal White.

Vanguard Card: VA029 Forest Green.

10mm Pale Yellow Quilling Paper: 
(QP069 five yellows has a good pale yellow).

Peel-Off Stickers: XL703U-01 Narrow Borders,
XL306U-01 Mother’s Day and ZL512U-56 
Butterflies (similar, glitter lilac).

Scrap of Clear Acetate: PET01.

Paper Punches: PPW515 and PPW125 Oak
Leaves, PPW565 Sunflower, PPW506 and
PPW101 Daisies.

Flex Marker Pen: FXV718 Pink Pearl,
or a lilac stamp pad.

Embossing Tool: SBT101 (pack of two, 4 sizes).

Card Mount: DEC6U-46 Hammer Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use a flex marker pen or lilac stamp pad to colour
along the three open edges of the card front, this is
best done while the card is open to avoid marking 
the inside of the back panel. I’ve also coloured the
edges of my cream insert in the same way.

Cut a 100mm square of green paper and an 88mm
square of pale yellow, matt together and add a gold
border over the join between the two colours. Mark
an 80mm square inside this, and carefully cut along
the lines to remove the centre. 

Place this coloured frame centrally onto the card
and lightly mark the position of the top right and 
bottom left corners. Trim the frame diagonally in 
half from corner to corner and stick the bottom

piece in place. Measure 50mm along both edges
from the corner on the other piece, place a ruler
along the marks and trim off the ends. Stick in place
on the card then rub out all the pencil marks.

Punch seven large and three small green leaves,
lightly emboss veins onto these using an embossing
tool. Punch six large daisies in each of the two vel-
lums, and six small daisies in the blueberry vellum.

Gently crease along the centre of each petal on the
large flowers to give them depth then assemble them
in pairs; the light on the dark, offsetting the petals. 

Punch twelve sunflowers from crystal white paper
and stack these in pairs, offsetting the petals as be-
fore. Add one to the centre of each large flower. 

Use 10mm pale yellow quilling paper to make 
the centres for all the flowers, 100mm lengths for the
small ones and 150mm lengths for the large. Fringe
the top edge, wind on a quilling tool and glue to form
a tight peg. Glue one onto the centre of each flower
and gently fold out the fringes in a neat circle.

Arrange these onto the card using the picture as a
guide. Lift the edges of the leaves and the petals of
the small flowers as you arrange them, sticking all the
pieces by the centres only. 

Add the wording in the gap between the panels.
Choose the smallest open butterfly on the sticker
sheet (it will still be a little larger than the one shown),
and stick the wings (but not the body) onto clear 
acetate. Cut out to the sticker edge then stick it to
the card by the body, lifting the wings to add depth.

The flowers can be made with any flower punches
in a similar size to those shown, and the colours can
be readily changed to suit any small scraps you have.
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3D Butterflies
By Alison Barrow
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR192P Yellow/White Dots and
CDG171P Natural/Gold Dots.

Shrink Plastic Sheets: SHR01 White.

Gold Label Stickers: XL170U-01, XL148U-01
Large Butterflies and XL471U-01 Small Butterflies.

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Coloured Chalks: Red, Orange & Yellow.

Ultra Thick Embossing Powder: EMB02.

Heat Gun: HOT03 (optional).

Card Mount: SF06U-22 Bright Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the petals including the deep red line just 
inside the curves and the inner quarter circle along
the bottom of them. 

Use the red line on the tracing to mark the petals
onto the front panel of the card, aligning the outer 
line of the half-petals at the top left and bottom right
of the panel as shown on the diagram. Cut away the
top of the card along the marked inner petal line. 

Cut a 144mm square of clear acetate then cut dia-
gonally across the centre from corner to corner. Cut
the top corner radius, from the diagram, onto one
piece and stick it onto the front of the petal panel 
on the card using double sided tape.

Cut a 90mm square from gold dotty paper and 
trim the top away using the quarter circle line on the
tracing for the shape. 

Cut a 144mm x 288mm piece of yellow/white dots
paper, fold in half with the colour on the outside and
stick firmly together to stiffen it. Mark the dotty paper
with the outer petal lines, but not the lines between
the petals or the quarter circle. Do make a small mark
where each line intersects the quarter circle to help
with placing the stickers later. 

Cut the double thickness paper along the outer
petal lines and stick the gold dotty quarter circle
piece onto the bottom left corner. Use the waste
sticker pieces around the borders to make the divid-
ing lines on the flower as shown, you can of course

use the actual borders, or any narrow border instead.
Sticky fix the flower onto the front panel of the card
aligning at the bottom left corner. Keep aside for later.

I had this idea for using peel-offs with shrink plas-
tic, and after a bit of experimenting with the butterfly
designs, I found that they could be made into these
beautiful, 3D shapes in lovely strong colours.

TO MAKE THE BUTTERFLIES:

Shrink plastic is a fascinating material that many
of us would have used as children to make badges,
fridge magnets, keyrings etc., but I found it’s also re-
ally good for card making with peel-offs. Here are
some useful notes before we start.

The peel-off design you are using needs (according
to my calculations) to be scaled up to 243% of the
original size, so that when it shrinks down, the peel-
off will be a perfect fit for it. I’ve used a mixture of dif-
ferent butterflies for this project, but any design will
work as long as it’s not too small.

All the colours will
deepen and intensify
as the plastic shrinks,
so don’t worry if yours
look a little paler than
mine. 

Actual Size

Butterfly Sticker - Original Size
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The down side to
this is that if you draw
the dividing lines on
the shrink plastic, they
can be very difficult to
remove completely and
any traces left will also
darken and intensify as
it shrinks. It’s therefore
best to avoid any pen-
cil lines, see below for
my method.

Trace the very large
butterfly including the
black lines within the
shape, that separate
the different coloured
areas. Cut out around
the outer line, place the
butterfly tracing onto a
piece of shrink plastic,
and draw neatly around
it onto the plastic. 

Trim the bottom 
sections ‘A’ from the
tracing along the lines
that separate them
from ‘B’. Place the
main part of the butter-
fly tracing back onto
the plastic, in the same 

Actual Size

including
the body. 

Cut out
the butterfly

just inside the
marked pencil

line, so no trace
of it is left on the

shrink plastic.

Follow the same
method to colour the

smaller butterfly, this
will be much simpler,

with only two sections 
to colour. Cut this butterfly
out as before.

Follow the instructions
on the pack for heating the

plastic, either with a heat
gun or, in the oven.

For flat butterflies, like the
smaller sideways one (or any

shape you don’t want to curve),
place a book, chopping board, or

similar weighty object onto the plas-
tic when you finish heating it with the

Butterfly Sticker

Original Size

Actual Size

position,
and neatly
colour the
‘A’ sections
that are now
exposed, using
orange chalk.

Remove the
tracing and cut
along the next
lines, those that
separate ‘B’ from
‘C’ & ‘D’ each side.
Replace the main
part of the tracing
and colour ‘B’ in red.

Cut away the small ‘C’
sections and colour those
areas yellow, then without
the tracing in place, colour all
the remaining part ‘D’ in orange, 
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VARIATIONS:

The design at the top right uses a different outline
butterfly (XL081U) in silver, there is no space to give
you an actual size diagram for this one, but you can
scan the sheet and scale it up by 243%. I used a little

heat gun (or as it comes out of the oven), just for a
few moments to ensure that it stays nice and flat. 

To make the butterfly really stand out and look
beautiful, curve it to shape while it is still hot. I bent
mine straight away after shrinking, but you can’t hold
it for long without burning your fingers, so do be
careful. However, the plastic is quite forgiving and
you can leave it to cool a little first, then re-heat just
the section you want to bend, holding on to a cooler
part whilst you do so.

If you don’t like the result or you want to make any
adjustment to it, re-heat and adjust until it is perfect.

For the large curved butterfly, cut the sticker as fol-
lows while it is still on the backing sheet. First cut off
the antennae, then cut the wings from the body along
the sticker lines to give you three main parts.

Apply the sticker pieces to the curved shape, ease
each wing in turn over the plastic shape and choose
the best position, the sticker should be roughly 1mm
in from the edges of the shape. Stick the body in
place over the centre and add a 4 - 5mm gold sticker
dot on the head.

Cut the antennae and legs from the small butterfly
while it is still on the sheet then apply the main part 
of the sticker over the flat plastic butterfly.

Glaze the butterflies using ultra thick embossing
powder or a clear glaze. With the curved butterflies,
you will have to do this one-wing at a time, position
the wing to be treated as level as possible and let it
dry before going on to the other wing, otherwise the
glaze will tend to run off.

Choose an identical small butterfly from the sheet
and stick it onto the top section of the acetate below
the curved corner. Use silicone glue to stick the small
coloured butterfly in place on the acetate over the
sticker so the legs and antennae stick out in the right
places. Stick the large butterfly in place using silicone
glue as well, and add the antennae to the card.

row of fuchsia coloured gems over the
body of the butterfly this time. 

The butterfly below left is a
solid one in clear glitter/silver
(ZL512U-82). 

There is no need to glaze
the clear glitter ones as the
sticker is shiny and has a
pretty sparkle too, but I
found that I had to use
a little clear glue from
a glue stick to get
these ones to stick
really firmly.

There is only just
enough space to
give you half of
this butterfly
at the large
size. Trace
the half
shown and,
after marking the
outline onto the
plastic, flip it over to
mark the other side.
Trim away the areas as
before to colour the plas-
tic, flipping it over to do the
other half as you go along.

Actual Size



Pretty Accessories
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Sally Moret: Paper Collection PKSM04 and 
Topper Pack: PKSM09.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL633U-50 Borders and 
ZL793U-42 Dotty Borders.

Sewing Machine and Coloured Thread.

Bel Satin Ribbon: MTR22-10 Rose.

Flower Brads: BRD110 Pastel.

Banners: CDX017P Mixed Birthday.

Paper Punch: PPW530 15mm Circle.

Card Mount: Made from CDC011S Duo Card.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Score the pink duo card and fold in half with the
dotty side out. Cut panels from the painted papers in
the pack as follows. Pale green 100mm x 180mm,
blue 80mm x 110mm and pink 50mm x 80mm. 

Stitch around the edge of each of these panels,
using a colour to tone with the colours of the toppers.
I used an appliqué stitch and found that it was easier
to leave a small border than work right on the edge.
Remove the edge of the green panel by gently tearing
it away, but leave the extra on the other two panels.

Stick two ends of pink ribbon to the back of the
green panel and tie in a pretty bow at the front before
sticking the panel to the card about 3mm from the
bottom edge and the fold.

Cut a piece of cream flower background, 70mm 
x 80mm, from the bottom left corner of the sheet,
keeping the blue scalloped edge as shown. Use a
craft knife to cut around the leaf, just leaving about
1cm near the stem uncut. Stick the panel to the top,
right corner of the card keeping the leaf unstuck 
and slightly raised. Cut the pink petals from another,
matching flower, sticky fix it over the flower on the
panel and glue by the stem.

Cut a row of dots from the dotty sheet, stick a strip
from the fold to the flower panel and another below
the flower panel from the open edge to the green
panel. Add a strip of pink glitter to the top and bot-
tom of both dotty strips.

Stick the two stitched panels onto scrap card 
to add stiffness. Add the bag to the top of the blue
panel and add three flower brads to the bottom right,
then sticky fix the panel to the card in the position
shown, tucking the corner under the lifted leaf. Sticky

fix the pink panel over the bottom, left corner of the
blue one, leaving a bit of the green showing below it.

Carefully cut between the spotty shoes, from the
heel along and around the bow to the toe. Place
sticky fixers on the back of the front shoe and glue 
or tape on the back shoe, so when they are stuck to
the panel, the front shoe is raised to add depth.

Add a strip of silver dotty border to the right of the
card about 15mm from the edge as shown. Cut or
punch two blue swirl dots from the sheet and stick
onto the green panel next to the bow. 

Choose a banner from the sheet and add to the
bottom right corner of the card. I chose the grey one
and coloured it using flexmarkers (FXM419 pink and
FXG129 pale citrus) and gelly roll (GEL77 pink) pens.

TURQUOISE & TEAL CARD:

The turquoise and green toppers combine really
nicely with centura pearl turquoise (CNT122CA4)
and/or teal (CNT133CA4) card, and stardust glitter
lime green (STG15CA4) card. 

The card is SF01C-133 teal. Cut a panel of blue/-
green stripe paper to 50mm x 194mm with the stripes
going across and stick near the fold. 
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YELLOW & PURPLE CARD:

This is a hot, summery looking card, with its bright,
tropical flowers and strong colours. Cut a sheet of
yellow dotty card (CRC186P) and fold to make a
144mm x 144mm card blank. 

Cut a 25mm strip from the right edge of the card
and stick this to the back panel. Punch eight circles
from purple card and stick these evenly onto the
strip, about 1mm from the left edge, the circles will
be half hidden behind the purple panel once it is in
place. Add ‘birthday’ in peel-off letters (ZL758U-82)
to the circles.

Cut a piece of deep purple card (CNT135CA5) to
120mm x 135mm. Arrange the button flowers in the
corner of this panel, pricking a hole through the card
and stitching them into place using coloured thread.
Add a few little glitter dots around the edge and a
couple in between the flowers. 

Stick the purple panel to the card, about 6mm from
the fold, the right hand edge of the purple panel will
stick out past the open end of the card. 

Cut a 74mm x 160mm panel from glitter card and
stick to the right of the stripe panel 20mm down from
the top of the card. Stick a silver border (ZL711U-42)
between them. Add a 13mm wide strip of green glit-
ter card next to the fold, topped with a 10mm wide
(vertical) stripe strip. Trim the ends to the card edges.

Cut a 108mm x 124mm panel from turquoise card,
add a vertical stripe border to the left as shown 
with a silver border close to it. Make a bow from two
pieces of ribbon as before, but keep it towards the
left side of the panel. Add the handbag near the top
and sticky fix the panel in place on the card.

Cut a 48mm x 70mm panel from teal card, add 
the shoes cutting and sticking as before, then add
the panel to the card. Add a flower disc from the 
topper sheet to the wide stripe panel with a gem
(GEM74) in the centre and stick three more gems 
into the small gap on the green glitter card. Add half
pearls (GEM68) onto the butterflies on the shoes and
the heart in the centre of the bag. Stick the birthday
wording (ZL795U-42) to the top right of the card.

The card below (SF01C-122) has turquoise painted
paper along the bottom edge, with a strip of green.
The coloured circles are punched from card and the
flowers punched from the waste around the toppers.

The two presents
are cut from
green glitter card,
wrapped with 
ribbon and a 
bow tied for
each. Add a
matching topper
to each of the
presents using
sticky fixers.

Punch five circles from yellow dotty card, space
them neatly down the edge of the panel, using sticky
pads to fix them. Colour the ‘happy’ peel-off letters
using a red peel-off pen and add one to each circle.

Add the bag and shoes to the purple panel, cutting
and sticking as for the main card. Add some glitter
sticker dots along the top edge of the bag.



Glitter Panels
By Hazel Lee
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

2mm Quilling Paper: Green, Yellow and Orange.

Stardust Glitter Paper: STG11PA5 Yellow.

Glitter Board: GB10A4 Lavender.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL485U-82 Glitter Panels,
ZL713U-54 Dots, XL428U-02 Best Wishes and
XL769U-02 Swags.

Paper Punch: PPW208 Sun.

Deckled Panel: PCD4U-30 White.

6mm Ribbon: MTR38-30 Lilac.

Card Mount: SF03C-111 Pearl Lavender.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 75mm x 100mm lavender glitter panel, stick
it to the card with an even border at the top and
sides. Stick the deckled panel centrally on to it, and
one of the glitter oblongs neatly on top of that.

Cut a 150mm length of lilac ribbon and fold as
shown, crossing the ends over, use a little double
sided tape where they cross to hold them together.
Check the fit on the glitter panel, and trim the ends 
to length as necessary. Stick onto the panel using
double sided tape at the back of the crossover point
and behind the top of the loop.

The picture below is approx. actual size. For the
main flower, make ten coils from 6cm lengths of 
yellow paper and pinch at one end to make tear-
drops. Stick five teardrops in a circle onto the

crossover of the ribbon
for the bottom layer, leav-
ing gaps between them
as shown. Add the top
layer of teardrops, stick-
ing them with the points
down into the gaps in 
the bottom layer and the
tops angled upwards.

Punch four suns from
yellow stardust paper.
Stick one of these suns
face down in the centre 
of the flower so the white
paper back is showing.

Roll a small tight coil from 2cm of orange paper and
glue into the centre of the flower. 

Make five leaves from 10cm lengths of green,
wound to loose coils and pinched at both ends to
make eye shapes. Stick these in place, tucking one
leaf under the ribbon and adding scrolls to fit be-
tween them. I’ve used a ribbler on my paper for the
scrolls, but plain paper is fine if you don’t have one.

Add the suns, face up this time to make little flow-
ers, two on top of the quilled leaves and scrolls and
one on the glitter oblong as shown. Stick a red dot 
to the centre of each flower, then add the greeting
and swag below the panel to finish.

SQUARE CARD:

This design uses an SF06H-68 Europa Ivory card,
with the fold along the top, you can turn it around so
the fold is at the side if you prefer.

Stick a strip of lilac ribbon down the side of the
card 32mm from the fold then add a crossover piece
of ribbon 32mm from the bottom edge. Trim the ends
neatly to the card edges. Tie a bow and stick it onto
the ribbon strips where they cross.

These little quilled designs look so good when set
against the glitter panels. If quilling is not for you, try
paper punched shapes, they do look just as pretty.



25mm
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TALL CARDS:

These cards also use glitter panels to
show-off the designs, using paper punched
shapes and stickers in place of the quilling. 

Far Left: The square stickers are placed on
blue paper, on the diagonal, so the glitter
corner stickers fit between them. The cor-
ners are actually some of the heart square
layer stickers (ZL639U-50 & -51) that I have
cut in half. The top butterfly corners are cut
from ZL645U-50.

Left: The glitter squares are stuck to white
card so they contrast with the cream card
blank, and I’ve used smaller sprays of paper
punched flowers to decorate them.

Cut a 60 x 80mm panel from the orange/yellow
part of a sheet of light rainbow paper (SR097P) using
deckled scissors. The glitter panel has gold edges
(colour 81) this time to go with the warmer colour
scheme. Stick a glitter oblong onto the lilac section
of the rainbow paper and cut it out, then add it to the
centre of the deckled panel.

The picture below is approx. actual size. I’ve used
a scrap of deep yellow paper for the roses, and a
darker green quilling paper and white for the flowers.

For the roses, cut a 25mm circle for the centre, 
and cut a spiral into it as shown (below right). Wind
the spiral from the outer end using the quilling tool

then glue the coiled
part onto the centre
of the spiral. Punch
six small circles and
stick these to the
back of the rose in 
an overlapping ring to
make the outer petals. Add
these two roses to the oblong.

Use two lengths of green
glued back to back for the
stems, and a single length for
the long leaves, taper the ends
to a point and tuck them into
position. Wind a piece of green paper around a large needle to make a very

fine spiral for each of the lower stems and
add to the design.

Make the green leaves from loose coils,
pinched to eye shapes, as for the main de-
sign, and stick in place. Wind tight white
pegs for the buds, making them smaller 
towards the top of the stems and larger as
they go down. Make three loose coils in
white for the more open flowers and bend
them around the end of the quilling tool to
shape into crescents. Add all of these to 
the panel, then stick it in place on the card
and decorate with stickers as shown.



Centre Panel - Right SideCentre Panel - Right Side

White Disc
Under the Tracing

Tracing Paper

Hearts & Bows
By Marilyn Trickey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR152P Red Hearts on White.

Hammer White Card: CEM01A5.

Centura Pearl Card: CNT138CA5 Fresh Pink.

Black Paper: CRE05PA5.

Glitter Board: GB04A5 White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL462U-03 Daisy Corners,
XL718U-03 Wording, ZL708U-50 and -58 Bows.

Cutting Dies: MCR0139 Elegant Lady and
SBS2017 Medallion Three.

Paper Punches: PPW004 52mm dia Circle and
PPW808 62mm dia Circle.

Card Mount: AP52U-43 Linen White and 
AP52U-45 Hammer White (optional).

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Use low tack tape to stick a piece of tracing paper
over diagram 1 (next page). Mark the corners of the
centre panel and all the dots in both of the circles.
Leave the tracing in place for now.

Punch a 52mm circle from white card, place it on
top of the tracing over the white circle on the diagram
and use low tack tape to stick it to the tracing paper
without the tape covering any of the dots, then re-
move the tracing from the diagram. I’ve drawn a few
slightly larger circles, in case your punch is a little
larger than mine, this will allow you to see the align-
ment for any size circle, but bear in mind your circle

must be smaller than the pink circle on the diagram,
which is the size of the front disc, or it will show. 

Place the open card right side up (see diagram 2).
Turn the tracing paper over so the small disc is un-
derneath, position over the centre panel aligning the
corners and use low tack tape to hold it in place.
Place the card on a pricking mat or an old magazine
and prick through all the marked dots.

Turn the card so the inside is facing up (diagram 1).
Cut two 5mm wide x 140mm long strips from any
card. Stick the strips onto the inside of the card in 
a cross as shown on the diagram, twisting them
slightly so they do not cover the pricked dots.
Once the cross is holding the disc in place, carefully
remove the tracing. 

Thread the needle with multicolour thread, stick 
the end to the back of the disc near any one of 
the holes, and bring the needle up through it (1a).
Take the needle down the matching hole in the panel
(1b) and up again at 1a, pull taut enough to hold it in
place. Take the needle back down through 1b and 
up at 1a again, making four threads between 1a & 1b.
Take the needle down through the next hole in the 
circle (2a) and up through the matching hole in the
card (2b), go through the same pair of holes, making
four threads as before.

Work around all the holes in the same way, keep-
ing them all nice and taut. Slip the needle under the
cross, so the thread does not cover it, as you go 
between those pairs of holes. Tape the end of the
thread to the back of the card as you finish.

Although I have used a die-cutter and dies for this
design, it would be easy enough to make a similar
card without them, using any central motif.

Diagram 2
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Remove the card
cross from the work,
the threads will hold the
circle neatly in place.
The panel needs to be
covered on both sides
to hide the threads. For
the front use the centre
panel from the hammer
white card, cut the two
end flaps off and trim
the panel to 130mm
square with the aper-
ture in the centre. 

For the back (inside
where it won’t show),
cut a piece of card to
130mm square, mark
the aperture onto and
carefully hand cut it. If
your cutting is really
neat, you could hand
cut both of them from
card rather than using
the panel from the sec-
ond card blank. 

Cut away part of the
right hand panel (when
the card is face up) 
to leave just 60mm. 
Score this short panel 
at 20mm, then 40mm
from the fold. Fold
along the lines in a zig-zag style and unfold again.

Cut a white glitter medallion using the die, it does
not have to be this exact pattern, if you have a differ-
ent one the right size just use that instead, or trace
the slightly different medallion shape from diagram 3
below and cut out by hand. Stick this firmly to the
stitched circle, placing it central to the aperture.

Punch one of each size circle from the pink card
and stick them one on top of the other then stick
these centrally onto the white medallion.

Cut a lady from the black 
paper using the cutting die
and add this to the pink
circles.

The sticker bows
are placed around the
aperture with the tails
pointing out. Begin
with the burgundy
bows at the top centre
and bottom centre,
then one at each side
placing them square to
the card as shown with 
a thread neatly between
each pair of loops. 

Diagram 1 - Actual Size

Centre Panel - Inside View

Place one more
burgundy bow 
centrally between
each pair all the
way around, spac-
ing them evenly
then add a pink
bow into each 
gap to complete
the ring. Finish the
front panel with
daisy corners and

words. 

Cover the
panel that goes be-

hind the aperture with
red/white heart paper.
Cover the strip at the end of
the small panel with double sided
tape (the inside of the open edge shown
behind the heart panel in the photo
above), leave the backing on. 

Re-fold the three little panels in a zig-zag
and fold the heart panel behind the aperture

with the taped flap behind it as shown. Re-
move the backing from the tape and stick the

small flap in place. 

Diagram 3



MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR257P Green 
Canvas, SR261P Brown Canvas and
SR264P Brown Dotty.

Paper & Card: MIR01PA5 Gold and
STD03CA5 Opal. 

Banners: CDS101G Gold/Cream.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL823U-01 Alpha-
bet and ZL793U-41 Dotty Border.

Retro Flower Punches: PPEKM130C
28mm & PPEKP92C 14mm.

Gems: GEM80 4mm Gold, GEM13
8mm Gold (assorted colour pack).

Ribbon Bow: BOW02-13 Gold Lurex.

Card Mount: SL01U-44 Linen Cream.

Easter Treats
By Donna Field
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the open end of the front panel with a
70mm wide strip of brown canvas paper and add a
dotty border to the left edge where it joins the card.
Cut an 11mm wide strip of brown dotty paper and
stick it down the middle of the brown paper. 

Trace the egg and grass from the diagram and
cut them from the colours shown. Stick the egg
onto the card in the position shown and sticky fix
the grass into place. Sticky fix an 11mm wide opal
strip over the egg, placing it a little above the top

This rather grown-up dark chocolate
and canvas colour scheme gives this set
of easter cards a vintage look.

points of the grass and trim the ends to match the
curve of the egg. Add a gold dotty border along the
middle and stick the bow in place.

Punch four small retro flowers from mirri gold and one
from green canvas. Punch two large retro flowers from
mirri gold. Sticky fix the four small gold flowers onto the
grass, two high, and two low as shown. Add a gold gem
to the centre of each. 

Sticky fix the two
large gold mirri
flowers to the
brown canvas
panel, one to-
wards the top
left and one
near the
bottom

Actual Size
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EASTER BASKET CARD:

A good way of using up the extra bits of paper, gems
etc., is to make a selection of designs. For this one, the 
only extra items required are a pearl brown card (SF10C-
134), narrow borders (XL703U-01), dots (XL729U-01) and a
scrap of cream coloured paper or card for one of the eggs.

Cover the top edge of the card with a 14mm wide strip of
brown canvas. Cut a 44mm wide green canvas strip for the
bottom edge and punch three large flow-
ers from it as shown before sticking it
in place, the dark brown of the card
will show through the flower shaped
holes. Add a border sticker over 
the inside edge of each paper 
strip trimming the ends to the
card edges.

Cut a basket from brown can-
vas and run three border strips
across it as shown. Punch 
a small flower from green
canvas and add to the 
centre of the basket with 
a small gold gem on top.

Cut three small eggs, one
from gold mirri, one from
opal card and one from
cream. Decorate the opal 
egg with dots and the cream
one with border stickers.

SHAPED PANEL CARD:

The card is SF06C-134 this time. Stick a 60mm
strip of dotty paper (SR263P) next to the fold and 
trim the top and bottom edges to the card. Stick a
dotty border onto the card next to it and another,
trimmed to 100mm long, about 25mm from the open
edge. Stick a greeting sticker (XL420U-01) just under
the short border, and a bow (BOW02-13) to the top. 

The shaped panel is traced onto brown canvas
paper through the frame of a used sheet of die-
cut panels (CDD201S for example). Stick this onto 
a piece of gold mirri paper and trim, following the
shape of the panel, to leave a 2mm border. Sticky fix
to the card as shown. Cut a brown medium egg
and add glitter dots, a strip of ribbon (MTR09-01).
Add a bow (BOW01-13) then sticky fix onto the
panel. Place the egg sticker onto a scrap of brown
card, cut out and sticky fix in the corner of the card.

right, use mini fixers for this, placing one in the centre and
one under each petal to hold them nicely. Add the green
canvas flower onto the top gold one, offsetting the petals,
and a large gold gem to the middle of the lower one. 

Push two plain banners from the sheet, add the lettering
then sticky fix them in place as shown. 

Sticky fix the basket onto the card, glu-
ing the three eggs in place as you go. Add
the flower stems and sticky fix a green
flower (punched from the bottom canvas
strip earlier) to the top of each stem. 

Stick a large gem to the centre of each 
of the large brown and green flowers. On the

brown flowers only, add a gold sticker dot to
the base of each petal next to the centre gem.

Stick the lettering to the top canvas strip keep-
ing it central and finish with the ‘to you’ lettering
above the right hand flower.

Actual Size

Medium Egg

Small

Egg



Colours Of Easter
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR210P Yellow Stripes and
SR216P Yellow Dots on White.

Gold Mirri Paper: MIR01PA4.

Hemp Embossed Card: HEM01CA4 White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL466U-01 Rabbits and 
Daffodils, XL420U-01 Happy Easter and 
XL500U-01 Straight Borders.

Ribbon: 15mm Bel Satin MTR22-00 White and 
6mm Satin: MTR38-00 White & -50 Yellow.

8mm Gems: GEM13 Gold (mixed pack).

Pro-Marker Coloured Pens.

Card Mount: SF03V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut three 50mm striped and three 50mm dotty
paper squares. Lay the squares out on the card as
shown, before sticking to leave even borders of the
card showing at the edges. Use wide sticker borders
to separate each of the squares, the border should
stop at the edge of the paper not the edge of the
card mount.

Cut a gold mirri paper panel to 88mm x 128mm
and stick centrally onto the card. Cut a piece of the
white hemp card to 85mm x 125mm and stick cen-
trally onto the gold panel.

Cut a new piece of white hemp card to 90mm 
wide x 120mm high. Cover the top 70mm with yellow
dotty paper and the bottom 50mm with vertical stripe
paper. Trace the egg shape from the diagram and
transfer to the back of the covered card, making sure
the stripes are at the bottom, in the wider part of the
egg shape then cut it out.

Make a silky bow for the centre, cut a 250mm
length of 15mm white satin ribbon and stick a strip 

Whatever colour you choose, combining the dotty
papers with striped ones gives a fresh and pretty,
patchwork look to this lovely set of Easter designs.
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VARIATIONS:

Brown Card (previous page) SF03U-14: The background is
the same as for the main card, but using brown stripe paper
(SR267P) matched with cream dotty paper (SR262P). Cut a
360mm length of brown raffia (ROLL36-75), open out so it
looks like a wide ribbon, then tie it around the egg making a
pretty, large bow at the front. The chicken (XL035U-01) is
stuck onto acetate and coloured with gelly roll glaze pens.
The wording is coloured to match using lumocolor pens.

Purple card (below) SF03C-135: The background and egg
are worked just as before using purple papers (SR220P &

SR214P). The wording 
is coloured with a lumo-
color pen as before. 
The ribbons used for 
the bow are purple bel
satin (MTR22-35) with
white/silver essence
(MTR47-00) on top and 
a large gem in the centre
from a mixed pack
(GEM84). The violets 
(XL054U-02), are stuck
onto white paper,
coloured with pencils
then shaped and sticky
fixed to the card. 

Pink & Brown Card
(above) SF03U-43: This
one breaks away from

of yellow ribbon neatly along the centre. Snip off a 100mm
length and stick one end to the back of the egg, take the 
ribbon across the front where the papers join, fold it to 
the back and stick the end firmly. 

Cut another 100mm length from the double ribbon, stick
the ends together to make a loop and press flat with the join
centre back. Make another loop from the remaining 50mm
of double ribbon and flatten as for the previous loop. 

Place these pieces on top of one another, wrap a piece 
of narrow white ribbon around the centre as shown (main
photo), taping at the back to secure. Stick this over the cen-
tre ribbon band and add a gem to the middle. Stick the egg
close to the top of the panels on the card as shown, adding
the wording stickers each side. 

Stick two daffodil stickers, facing opposite directions, and
a rabbit to the smooth side of a piece of hemp card. Use
pro-markers, flex markers, or a colouring method of your
choice to colour these. Carefully cut the pieces out to the
sticker edges and mount to the bottom of the white panel

using sticky fixers.

For inside the card, make a patchwork
of four 25mm squares of dotty and
striped paper with a 40mm square of
white over the top. Add a Happy Easter
sticker and the little cluster of eggs from
the wording sheet to the white panel.

the single colour theme, as pink and brown
look so good together. The pink spotty paper
is SR193P, and the main white panel is moun-
ted onto gunmetal mirri (MIR04PA5), which
seems to fit the colour scheme nicely. The 
ribbon is pink punto (MTR18-10) tied across
the egg and into a 
pretty double 
bow.

Actual Size
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Brag Books
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR194P Pale Green/White Dots,
SR259P Ivory Canvas, SR261P Brown Canvas,
SR263P Pale Brown/White Dots, SR264P
Brown/White Dots and SR267P Brown Stripes.

Photos or Spring Flower Toppers :TOP002.

Scraps of Coloured Card or ATC001 White
(for backing your photos).

Hook & Loop Fasteners: ADH35 Black.

Card Mount: SF01U-35 Black & 
SF04U-35 Black x 3.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Step 1. Place the large card blank face down with the
fold going horizontally as shown. Cut the left hand
piece to 110mm x 272mm, the other pieces are spare
and can be used for backing some of the photos.

Step 2. Trim the front panel on each of the three
small cards to just 20mm wide as shown. 

Step 3. The small cards are added to panel 1b of the
large card, offset from one another by a couple of
millimetres, so the folding works smoothly. Place card
2 as shown with the 20mm ‘tab’ over 1b and the fold
line 2mm to the right of the inner fold on the

card below.
Measure
4mm up
from the

bottom edge of 1b
and stick card 2 in
this position by the
tab only. Next add
card 3, placing it
with the fold line
2mm up from the
bottom edge of 1b
and central from
side to side. Add
card 4 with the fold line 2mm down from the top edge
of 1b and 4mm to the right of the inner fold line.

When all the flaps are open as shown, the order of
folding is card 4, 3 then 2 for the small cards, then
fold 1c and finally the small flap 1a over that.

Cover the pages with printed paper, leaving
about 2mm of the black card showing all
around. It really doesn’t matter which paper
you put on each flap, I used a good mixture so
they all look individual. I’ve listed all the papers,

but this can be a great way of using up
small pieces of odd papers you already
have. 

Instead of simply covering the back of
panel 4, make a pocket from green dotty
paper with a fingernail indent, stick this
to the panel by the other three edges
only and slip a photo inside, or make a

small journalling card from black card with
white card on top, ready for filling in.

I’ve used the computer to print directly onto
the paper for the wording, peel-off stickers or

neat hand writing would work just as well. 

These brag books are great fun for Mums, and for
Nans, who as we all know, love showing off pictures
of their children/grandchildren to everyone. It doesn’t
end there though, what about proud gardeners, with
beautiful blooms, pet owners with much loved pets
etc., the list is endless.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3
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Before starting, make copies of the photos you
want to use in your book, otherwise if you lose the
book, you will have lost all the photos with it. 

A pack of Artists Trading Cards are a really good
size for this project, the coloured pack (ATC050) con-
tains two of each colour in the Colorset range. If you
prefer to back all your pictures in white or cream you
can use ATC001 (white) or ATC002 (cream), or cut
your own backing pieces from larger sheets of card.

Just as an example of how the brag book could
look if made for a proud gardener, I have used the
flower toppers (TOP002) to fill this one with colourful
blooms. If you have, or can take, photos of mum
and/or dad’s garden, then that is obviously the best
option. 

If you don’t have photos, but you
want to make a book for a gardener
who loves flowers, simply change the
message on the front of the book to
something more suitable, like ‘Beauti-
ful Blooms’, or ‘Spring Flowers’.

The topper packs feature the types
of spring flowers that most people
would know and love from growing
them in their gardens anyway.



Spring Word Book
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Value Hemp Card: 
3 x HEM02CA4 Cream.

Creative Paper Strips Pack: 
CPA005 Pastel Colours/White Dots.

Creative Paper: SR224P White/Green Dots.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL583U-01 Daisy Heads,
XL582U-01 Leaves & Ferns, XL166U-01 Roses &
Hearts, XL552U-01 Garden, XL054U-01 Pansies,
XL080U-01 Butterfly, XL809U-01 Letters, XL029U-
01 Daisies, XL563U-01 Letters, XL770U-01 Lilies,
XL665U-01 Flowers, XL059U-01 Roses, XL088U-
01 Stem Roses and ZL758U-51 Alphabet.

Half Pearls: GEM131 Red (mixed pack).

Pro-markers, Colouring Pens or Pencils.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace each of the letters and transfer the ‘S’, ‘R’
and ‘N’ to a pale green dotty strip of paper and the
‘P’, ‘I’ and ‘G’ to a pale yellow dotty strip. Carefully
cut these out and add the stitch effect around the
edges using a fine black pen.

Cut the three sheets of A4 card to make six strips
100mm deep x 297mm long. Stick a cut letter to the
right hand end of each card strip on the textured
side, placing them as close to the end as you can.
Cut the background card away from the right hand
side of each letter, and the inner shapes on the ‘P’ &
‘R’ as shown by the black parts of the line on each
letter on the diagram. 

For each letter, measure the distance shown, from
the edge of the letter (at the point shown by the small
arrow) to the left across the strip and make a small
mark. Lightly extend the mark from top to bottom of
the strip for alignment. Arrange the letter strips one
by one onto the ‘G’, with the pencil lines aligned 
at the left and check the spacing against the main
photo above, you should have enough of the letters

showing to read easily as shown. Trim each page to
length on the marked line.

Score each page, but leave flat for the moment, 
at 22mm from the left edge of each sheet. Glue the
scored tabs together, neatly aligning the pages and
the left edge, make sure your pages are in the right
order. Weigh the end down and leave for a while to
stick them firmly together.

To decorate, each page is listed in turn and the
sticker sheet code is given to help you recognise
which item we are using. Each of the card panels you
are about to add should have the corners rounded
and the stitch effect drawn around the edge before
decorating. All the stickers are coloured in, use what-
ever colouring method you like the best.

‘S’ Page (see main photo above): On the bound
tab, stick a fern leaf (XL582) with the point to the top
edge, and another with the point to the bottom edge.
Stick a large daisy, and the two medium eight-petal
flowers shown (XL583), to a scrap of white paper.
Colour the tips of each petal red and add a half pearl
to the centre of each one. Cut out and stick the flow-
ers between the two leaves.

Word books are fun to make,
they do take a bit of work to set
up, but are very worthwhile when
you give them to a special person. 

The list of stickers does look
quite extensive, but they are
mostly flowers and you may have
many of them, or quite similar
flowers, in your collection already.

‘P’ Page: Turn the ‘S’ page to reveal the ‘P’ page.
Cut a panel of green dotty paper 37mm wide x 84mm
deep. Place the fence sticker (XL552) about 3mm
from the bottom edge and perch a little bird onto it
near the right hand side. Add the leafy stems (XL582),
flowing over the rest of the panel, intersperse these
with the clover type flowers (XL166). All of these
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stickers are simply coloured directly onto the dotty
paper, add a little green shading under the fence.

‘R’ Page: Turn the page to reveal the ‘R’ section. Cut
a yellow panel 63mm wide x 76mm deep. Stick the
Pansies (XL054) to the bottom of the panel, it’s all
one complete sticker. Add the word above these
using individual letters (XL809) and the butterfly
(XL080) to the right as shown. Colour the butterfly
and flowers directly onto the dotty paper, giving 
the flower petals some shading as shown. 

‘I’ Page: Use the white/green dots paper to cut a
panel 107mm wide x 86mm deep. Add a large daisy
sticker (XL029) to the bottom left corner and a single
daisy head in the other three corners, making sure
they all have the more irregular petals to the outside

Actual Size
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corners. Add the leaves (XL054),
one each side of each of the daisy
heads, making sure you have them
in pairs so the centre veins curve
into the panel as shown. Spell out
the word (XL563). Colour all the
pieces directly onto the paper as
before, shading both the leaves
and flowers this time.

‘N’ Page: Cut a white/yellow 
dots panel 112mm wide x 86mm
deep. Lightly mark the centre of
the panel side to side and add 
two opposite facing lily stickers
(XL770) with the buds just touch-
ing in the centre then rub out the
pencil mark. Choose the small
flowers (XL665) as shown, placing
them along the top of the panel.
Colour in all the leaves and flow-
ers, the small flowers are coloured
around the edge of the petals only. 

‘G’ Page: Cut a panel from green
dotty paper 153mm wide x 86mm
deep. Add a pair of rose corners
with leaves (XL059) to the bottom
left and top right corners. Add
three roses along the top left edge.
Use a range of the stemmed roses
(XL088) along the bottom right,
placing six in a row, as they come
on the sheet. Add the small word
(XL563) beside them and then 
use ZL758 letters to spell out the
phrase across the centre. Colour
all the leaves and flowers shading
them as shown.

This completes the decoration, you can add a per-
sonal message panel to the back of the page facing
the ‘spring has sprung panel, or onto the outside
back of the book. 

This is not going to fit into a standard envelope but
looks really pretty in one made from dotty paper. Cut
the sheet to 275mm x 305mm. 

Fold one edge at 85mm, add double sided tape
along the sides of the folded part and stick to make 
a pocket. Make another fold 80mm from the top
edge, (dotted line). Mark 25mm along the top edge
from each top corner, and 25mm up the sides from

the dotted line and use a ruler to shape the sides 
of this top section by cutting along the marks. 

Cut a 20mm wide strip of yellow dotty paper from
one of the sheets and wrap around the envelope,
from the flap, over to the front and around the back
again, like a ribbon. Cut 20mm wide strips to make
loops for the bow, place them together and wrap with
a 15mm wide strip, then stick them over the paper
ribbon already in place.



A Cut Above
By Shelley Glover
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

6” x 6” Paper Pack: PK722 Make & Mend.

Card: MIR02CA5 Mirri Silver and Scrap of White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-03 Alphabet, ZL828U-
43 Sewing and ZL827U-43 Stitch Border.

Diamanté Gems: GEM56 2mm Black. 

Card Mount: SF11C-110 Pearl Snow White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Take a sheet of the grey scissor paper from the
pack and cut it to make a 105 x 105mm panel. Stick
this centrally onto the front of the card. 

VARIATION:

This design is worked onto an SF10U-30 white
card mount. Cut a 60 x 90mm white card panel and
matt onto silver card leaving a 3mm border. 

Add the greeting (XL813U-03 & XL814U-03) and
ribbons to the panel and stick onto the card near 
to the top, adding the stitch border as shown. Add 
three black gems to the top right of the card.

Stick a pair of glitter scissors to the bottom left
placing them as shown, and the needle and ribbon
above. Add a small cotton reel to the bottom right in
about the position shown. Stick a medium cotton reel
and two large ones onto acetate (PET01) and cut
around. Sticky fix them onto the card using a double
stack on the middle one so it overlaps nicely. 

Add the glitter stitch border around the paper 
panel with the points over the paper and the curves
over the card, as shown.

Cut a piece of Mirri card to 48 x 68mm then cut out
and stick a 44 x 64mm panel of white card centrally
on top. Stick a glitter peel-off scissor to the centre 
of the white panel and curve a greeting around the
scissors, as shown. Sticky fix the panel onto the 
centre of the card. 

Add the wording along the top left and bottom of
the card outside the panel. Place three gems in the
top right corner and just one over the screw on 
the pivot of the scissors.

These versatile papers and stickers work really 
well for a good mix of subjects, as well as cards for
sewing enthusiasts. I have become good friends with
my hairdresser, and would happily make her a thank
you card (or birthday card, with a change of greeting).
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I have been
making cards
since the mid
1980’s and can
now be classed 
as a true Card
Making Addict!

The first greet-
ing cards I made
were cross-stitch. 
I was encouraged by my sister Pat, who one
year cross-stitched all her Christmas cards. They
were so beautiful it made me want to give it a try. 

I purchased a few cross-stitch magazines, and it
was in one of the magazines I saw a Craft Creations
advertisement for a pack of greetings card blanks.
This was long before they moved to Cheshunt, and
the rest, as they say, is history.

The next technique I discovered was encaustic
art. This involves painting with hot/warm melted
coloured wax using a small iron
(without any steam holes), very
similar to a travel iron.

I saw this art form being demon-
strated whilst I was on holiday at a
sport & craft holiday complex in
Okehampton. I was fascinated,
and after being invited to try it for
myself, was amazed by the results
I managed to achieve with no pre-
vious experience, and promptly
purchased a pack of waxes, the

iron and a book on the subject. I
am NOT an artist, I can’t draw or
paint at all, but those of you who
have tried encaustic art will know
that it is just a matter of smooth-
ing, dabbing and lifting the iron
from the card whilst it is loaded
with warm/hot coloured wax. If
you get a chance to try it, I recom-
mend you to have a go.

During the late 1990’s I attended
an encaustic art workshop at Craft
Creations, along with my son-in-
law Paul. He found this art form as
fascinating as me! We learnt a few
more tips from the tutor and also

how to include the use of rubber
stamps with the waxes. It was a
day well spent.

Soon after attending the work-
shop I started selling my encaustic
art cards at the local church table
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top sale days, and at my
grandchildren’s school
fetes; demonstrating and
making the cards up on
the spot, as the people
watching wanted to buy
the one they had seen
created. 

It proved a great suc-
cess. I was able to make
generous donations to
good causes, and have a little money left over to buy
my next batch of cards and waxes. 

It was early 1997 my daughter-in-law, Susan, sur-
prised me with a day out together as my birthday
treat. We went to the Craft Centre at Tewin; she 
had booked us both in for an all day card-making
course. It was a lovely day. 

We made 5 or 6 cards during the day using various
new techniques - new to me anyway. Stamping &
embossing, teabag fold-
ing, quilling and paper
punching. 

Up until this time storage
had not been a huge prob-
lem. Sewing threads for
cross stitch and coloured
waxes for encaustic art 

didn’t take up too much room; they fitted nicely into 
a cupboard at the bottom of my display cabinet in 
the lounge.

My love of stamping
and embossing grew. I
bought more and more
stamps; I now have in 
excess of 200 of them,
some have only been
used once, and dare I
say some never used 
at all. There was a time
when I just couldn’t pass
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a craft shop. 
I had to go to
look, and more
often than not, 
I found some-
thing I just had
to have. I now
tend to look
more than buy
as I have prom-
ised myself I
must use what 
I have got. 

I have quite a
large selection
of punches too, and needless to say finding  ‘homes’
for all my purchases was becoming a problem. I now
had enough supplies and goodies to open my own
craft shop… well almost! 

I have subscribed 
to the Craft Creations
magazine for years, and
often look back through
my old copies. Some-
times I find a project
now, that I dismissed
when first seeing it. One
of these, for example is
Jane’s Patchwork Stars
(issue 41 page 36). 

To solve the problem my husband bought me sev-
eral four-drawer plastic storage units. I now have
these arranged in my own dedicated craft room
which is a small extension at the back of our garage.
Each drawer is labelled so I know what is kept
where! Ha ha…, well that was the idea anyway. 
Yes, they are labelled but I still lose things. 

Every now and then I have a BIG tidy and find
items I had forgotten I even had. I try to keep it all
tidy but just to make
one card, I get dozens
of things out. Card
making is a clean
hobby but NOT a 
tidy one!

try, but instead of
using fabric, I used
shimmer paper and
absolutely loved the
result. 

It was a challenge
but after making one,
the next one was rela-
tively easy. I have so
many pretty, pearly
papers in my craft
room I will be making
Paper Patchwork
Stars again and again,
thanks to Jane!

I looked at this project
with awe when the maga-
zine first came out. I truly
believed, then, that I would
not be able to cope with 
all that cutting and folding.
However, having recently
looked at it more carefully 
I thought I would give it a
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I get great inspiration
from the magazines. I just
love the gallery too; it’s the
first thing I look at when the
magazine drops through my
letter box. I am always in
awe of the wonderful cards
created for the competi-

tions and the 
projects. 

The magazine has been produced for so many
years and yet there is always something new to learn
and try out. 

I always enter the competition. My pink booties
card was the first I ever entered, and I was so proud
when I saw it included in the Gallery. I’m not sure
when it was but at least 14 years ago, and I’ll always
keep it. Since that time I have had a few cards in the
gallery and a couple on the runner up page. It is such
a wonderful thrill to see my cards in print.

I love quilling; there are so many ways to make a
card design your very own. Like my huge collection
of rubber stamps and paper punches, I have boxes
of quilling papers; different widths and every colour
you can imagine. Quilling has to be one of the cheap-
est forms of card making.

Teabag folding is another favourite at the moment.
I have several pattern books and find some of the

folds a challenge but I usually persevere and work it
out. I just wish each sheet of papers came with a rec-
ommended fold because some papers designs just
don’t suit some of the folding methods – the finished
piece doesn’t always look quite right. I hate to waste
my lovely papers but if I am not satisfied with the 
result then I have to bin it.

I make all my Christmas cards (usually about
60). One year I left it until November and found that
instead of a pleasure it became a chore. So since
then I make at least 5 or 6 Christmas Cards each
month, that way I still enjoy making each one.

I think you can tell, I just LOVE my hobby. Love the
challenge of creating special cards for special peo-
ple, friends & family and entering your competitions.
Thank you for a brilliant
magazine.



Wonderful Waste
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Acetate Sheet: PET01.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL764U-82 and -59 Cogs, XL500U-02
Straight Lines and XL563U-03 & XL564U-03 Letters.

Card Mount: Made from CMS02CA4 
Silver Pearl Silk Mottled Card.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trim the sheet of silver mottled card to 200 x 210mm then
score and fold to make a 100mm x 210mm card.

The exact position of the complete design on the cog sheet
will vary slightly. Trim the top of the sticker so the large panel
is about 3-4mm from the top edge, the whole piece will still 
be too long, the bottom will be trimmed later. You also need

about 5mm off the
width, so trim one side
or both, to roughly
centre the design.

Peel the cog sheet
from the backing and
place, sticky side up,
on the table. Carefully
position the front
panel of the card face
down over the sticker,
aligning the top and
open edge. Lower the
card into place and
firmly press the sticker
all over, then trim off
the excess along the
bottom edge.

Use a sharp craft
knife to cut the card
away from inside the
large panel area at the
top of the card. 

Stick the cham-
pagne coloured large
panel onto a piece of
acetate. The back of
this will show on the
front of the card (all
the coloured glitter

stickers have silver glitter backs). Trim just
the top and bottom edges to leave a 2mm
acetate border. 

Place this with the silver side up and 
stick a strip of 6mm d/s tape at each side.
Trim the acetate to the tape then stick the
panel inside the card, add the two ‘toothed’
sticker strips on the inside to cover the tape.

Add the bits of waste to give detail to the
cogs on the card, this is quite quick to do
with a pricking tool, piece by piece, or you
can use sticky tape to transfer them.

Stick a narrow silver border along the left
edge of the sticker where it joins the card
then stick the wording down the edge, using
the individual letters, and two part-cogs in
the space between them.

Some sheets of peel-off stickers look really nice when they
are nearly used up, with just some pretty little details left on
the sheet and the outline of the missing parts, so I set out to
make some cards using these.
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MY HEART IS YOURS:

ZINGY FLOWERS:

This big and bold flower and heart design works
beautifully too (XL763U-03), you do need to use a
good number of the actual stickers to decorate the
spaces and stop it looking too gappy. Use the small
stickers in the big spaces, and simply add dots to the
centres of the smaller flowers. The card is pink pearl
silk mottled (CMS03CA4) cut to SF01 size.

DARTING DRAGONFLIES:

This one requires a different technique as it’s a
more fiddly design and is not glittered (XL702U-01). 

Peel any stickers that may be left from the sheet
and stick them on to a spare backing sheet. Some
will be used at the side of this card, others can be

saved for another project. Place a sheet of clear glit-
ter vinyl (PZL00U-80) over the sheet and press really
firmly. Place face down and go over the sheet with 
an emboss-ing tool, to make sure all the little bits are
stuck to the vinyl. 

Peel the gold waste from the backing sheet, 
go slowly to make sure all the bits stay in place on
the glitter vinyl, any stubborn ones can be lifted with
the point of a pricking tool and put in. Carefully stick
the sheet onto black card then emboss over all the

gaps, from the
front to add defi-
nition. Trim the
sides of the sheet
to centralise the
design and
mount as de-
sired. A straight
gold border
sticker (XL500U-
01) along each
side gives it a 
finishing touch.

The card
(SF01U-43) is
covered with
blue/green 
graduated 
paper (SR119P).

Trim the glitter but not the backing sheet, just
below the row of small hearts (see the red line), this
will trim the bottom off the outline of the centre heart
(remove the inner heart before trimming). Now trim
just below the logo, along the blue line. Remove this
little strip and move the bottom piece up to join the
main sheet. Use a sharp knife to cut the bottom ‘v’ 
of the centre heart into the new bottom border.

You can either use a little clear tape on the front 
of the strip to keep it in place while you place it face
down, or do it in two goes, the main part first then
turn the card (SF08U-35) over and add the strip in 
the usual way, trimming it to the bottom edge of the
card, or trim the card slightly if it is a little short.

Stick the large red hearts onto paper, cut out and
add using black sticky fixers. If you want to add the
stitching on the top heart, prick through each ‘dot’ on
the inner border of the sticker first for even spacing.

Cut a strip of red glitter to fit in the gap beside the
fold line and top this with a heart border (ZL640U-82).
Add the wording (XL718U-02) and a few red and 
silver stickers into the gaps. 

For this lovely heart design (ZL800U-42 & -44), I
added another colour into the mix and the result cer-
tainly is glitzy! The photo just can’t do it justice.

Trim about 3-4mm from the width of the sheet cen-
tralising the design at the same time. Because of the
position of the last row of hearts (not used) and the
Craft Creations logo at the bottom of this sheet, it
needs a little work before use.



Mum In Mauve
By Muriel Adderley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Purple Mulberry Paper: M11A4.

Purple Shimmer Paper: SHM06A4.

Amethyst Stardream Paper: STD11PA4.

Parchment/Tracing Paper: TR004A4.

Purple Stardust Glitter Pen: GEL91 (Mixed Set).

Silver Marker Pen: WRI63.

White Pen or Pencil.

Purple Multicolour Thread.

Pearl Seed Beads: BEA07.

Card Mount: SF01V-66 Hemp White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trim and keep a 40mm wide strip from the open
end of the front panel of the card. 

Trace the dots from the scroll stitching pattern (the
long thin diagram on the next page). Place the tracing
over the strip of card you have just cut off and prick
through all the dots on the pattern.

Stitch the pattern, using the multicolour thread.
Work the small ‘C’ scrolls first, as the ends of them
need to go under the thread in the large ‘A’ scrolls
and the curled ‘B’ scrolls. However, the stitching
guide numbers (see diagram below) are shown in an
‘A’ scroll, so they are large enough to see clearly.

Stick the end of the thread to the back of the strip
and bring the needle up at any hole ‘1’ in a ‘C’ scroll.
Take the needle back down
at hole 5, come up at 6 and
down at 2. Come up at 3
and down at 7, up at 8 and
down at 4. Now, bring the
needle up at 5, even though
it has already been used,
and down at 9. 

Continue working along
the ‘C’ scroll in this way, the
first four and the last four
holes of each scroll will only
be used once. 

Work the rest of the small ‘C’ scrolls in the same
way, beginning at the spiral and working to the
straighter end. Work the curled ‘B’ scrolls next and 
finally the large ‘A’ scrolls in the same way.

Once all the stitching is complete, draw a neat,
wide silver pen line down the long edges of the strip
and stick it firmly onto the end of the back panel of
the card, this will hide the back of the stitching.

Trace the letters onto tracing paper using white
pen or pencil, do the ‘M’ twice. Trace the flower
petals using the purple glitter pen. Remove from the
pattern and colour each petal using the purple pen.
Place aside to dry thoroughly, I left mine overnight. 

Give a second coat of the purple glitter to each
petal and leave to dry again. Pierce a row of evenly
spaced holes around each letter, a little outside the
white border, I’ve added these to the diagram so you
can mark them first if you prefer.

Place the design face down on an embossing mat
and emboss the white border and each of the petals.
Cut between the holes around the letters to remove
them from the sheet and set them aside to work on
the card.

This lovely parchment flower design makes a great
card for Mothers Day or for Mum’s birthday with the
stitching as an optional extra, you can decorate the
back strip in any number of different ways.
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VARIATION:

On this version, I’ve given the back
panel strip a similar look to the stitched

one, but it’s done quite simply
with stickers, gems and glitter
glue. You will need:
Scrolls: ZL807U-46. 
Flowers: ZL708U-56 
and XL708U-02. 
Rope Borders: XL649U-02. 
Stickles Glitter Glue: STK023.
Half Pearl Gems: GEM123.
Clear Acetate: PET01. 

Place three scrolls down the
centre of the strip, the stars
will be covered by the flowers
later. Add sets of three little glitter glue dots quite close
around some of the curves as shown. You could use
some of the purple dots on the scroll sheet instead. 

While this is drying, stick six silver flowers and five
lilac ones onto a piece of clear acetate and cut them
out. Curve the petals up nicely, then add a mauve gem
to the centre of each silver flowers and a purple gem to
the purple flowers. Stick the flowers in place with UHU
glue (ADH01), covering the stars as shown. 

Add some tiny silver dots from the flower sheet
around the scrolls, keeping them a bit further out than
the glitter glue dots. Add a silver rope border to each
side of the card strip (or use the strips from between
the borders, as they are too good to waste). 

Actual Size Actual Size

Cut a piece of the purple mulberry
paper to 110 x 210mm. Use a damp
paintbrush along both long edges of the
paper, then gently pull the edges away.
This will give a lovely fluffy finish to the
edges of the panel. 

Use a glue stick to stick this to the
front panel of the card placing it central
and trimming neatly to the card edges 
at the top and bottom. 

Cut some shimmer paper to 75 x
205mm and amethyst to 65 x 205mm.
Stick them together using a strip of dou-
ble sided tape on the top and bottom
edges only, stitching the beads on later
will hold them together in the centre. 

Arrange the parchment letters on this
panel, spacing them nicely, and lightly
tape in place. 

Pierce a hole in the centre of each
flower going through the parchment and
the two papers beneath. 

Stitch a white seed bead into the cen-
tre of each flower, using white thread,
securing the ends on the back. Stick
this panel centrally onto the purple 
mulberry panel already on the card.

Actual Size



Woolly Wishes
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: 
SR053P Meadow, SR186P Yellow/White Dots,
SR192P Pale Yellow/White Dots, SR198P Yellow
Stripes and SR204P Pale Yellow Stripes.

Scraps of Stardream Paper: 
STD31P Onyx, STD03P Opal, STD04P Gold,
STD36P Flame and a slightly larger piece of
STD33P Fairway (grass).

Ivory Wool and Needle.

Pearl Seed Beads: BEA07.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-01 and 
XL564U-01 Letters.

Card Mount: DF06U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the outline of the sheep and both the corner
marks from the picture below. Place the tracing onto
the centre panel with the corner marks aligned on the
panel and go over the traced line firmly to indent 
the shape of the body onto the card.

Make two heads using the photo below for the
shape and cut two pairs of legs either by tracing or
drawing freehand, I’ve put a white line between each
pair so you can see the shape for the top one where
they overlap. Stick the legs and one of the heads in
place. Keep the other head aside for later.

The sheep is covered with 
French knots, worked in 

wool, use a pricking tool to push holes through the
card to make the stitches as you go. Give the outside
of the shape a nice, slightly uneven finish and add an
extra knot or two where the front legs are. 

Make two or three extra knots over the back end 
of the sheep for a tail. Once all the knots are done,
stick the end flap in place behind the work. 

On the spare head, add a couple of tiny silver
sticker dots for the eyes (XL540 or XL615 have tiny
dots) and a bit of black sticker for the nostrils (tiny
curved waste pieces). You can use seed beads for
the eyes and black thread for the nostrils if you don’t
have any suitable stickers. Use black mini fixers to

sticky fix this over the head already in
place on the sheep.

Cut a piece of green stardream
paper to 65mm x 120mm. This
needs snipping along the top
edge to make the grass and the
taller leaves for the daffodils.You
can trace from the diagram or

snip freehand. The solid mass
of the daffodil leaves will

look a lot more delicate
once the flowers are 
in place. 

Cut a piece of butter-
cup paper to 20mm x
120mm, snip the top
edge to make this front
strip in the same way

Actual Size
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VARIATIONS:

Above: The buttercups were made using a medium
retro flower punch (PPEKM130C) for the outer petals
and a daisy punch (PPW506) for the centres. I used a
mix of two yellows (COL155PA5 and COL154PA5) for
subtle shading. Punch two medium flowers, trim all
the petals from the centre of one, plus one petal from
the other. Stick these six petals back onto the centre,
folding them along the length and overlapping them.
Punch two daisies from the other yellow paper. Curl
the petals of one up just a little and stick in place,
curl the petals of the other up a lot and add, keeping
them aligned with the previous layer. Add the pale
green beads (BEA18) to the centre using clear glue.
Hand cut leaves from texture paper (SR071P) and
fold along the length. Glue and sticky fix the leaves
and flowers in place working up from the bottom. 

Left: A change from flowers, and simpler to work, try
butterflies instead (XL081U-01). These are stuck onto
different areas of a light rainbow sheet (SR097P) then
cut out and stuck in place by the bodies only.

as before. Stick the back piece of grass in place on
the card as shown, just covering the sheep’s feet, 
but leaving the top of the tall leaves unstuck so the
flower can be slipped behind them. Stick the butter-
cup grass strip over this.

Make each daffodil starting with six individual
petals Trace the petal shape and transfer to the 
yellow striped and dotty papers, you will need 6 
each of the four papers (two dotty and two striped).

Lightly fold along the length of each petal to make
a nice shape. Starting with
the top left daffodil, stick
six of the pastel striped
petals in a circle with the
pointed ends out, overlap-
ping them as shown and keeping the
folded up sides on top as you go around. 

Add the pale dotty daffodil petals to
the right just overlapping the first flower
slightly, and the bright dotty one below
the first one, tucking the lower petals be-
hind the top of the leaves. Lastly add the
bright striped petals over the daffodil
leaves as shown.

Make the trumpets for the daffodils from strips of
stardream paper in the following way. Cut a strip of
opal to 18mm x 55mm, trim one long edge with scal-
loped scissors. Fold a 5mm strip along the straight
edge (dotted line) and unfold again. Snip along the
straight edge, to the fold, taking out little triangles all
the way along. 

Carefully curve the strip into a loop overlapping by
about 5mm and stick the ends together, this trumpet
should be about 14mm in diameter. Fold the little 
triangles back inside along the line to form a base
and glue them to the bright striped flower petals. 

Make the other trumpets in the same way, but use
slightly shorter strips of stardream paper in the other
colours, vary the lengths so they are all slightly differ-
ent sizes and add them to the petals.

Add a good amount of glue that dries clear inside
each trumpet, tip a cluster of seed beads into the
trumpet (so there are about two to three layers) and
add more glue if needed to keep them all in.

Add the words above the sheep and make birds
from little waste pieces of sticker. The small birds are
the centre of the tiny leaves on XL462U-01, and the
larger birds are the thinnest petals on XL583U-01, 
but check what you have as many other sheets may
have suitable pieces.
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Above: Shirley Perry, Essex.
This congratulations card features a stitched
vintage car with a coloured body, holographic
borders and foiled letter panels.

Left: Ann Davies, Cheshire.
A colourful iris folded butterfly design,
with peel-off sticker butterflies and 
borders.

Above: Jean Childs, Monmouthshire.
I attached a CD to the front of this card, which I
decorated with a peel-off sticker piano and let-
tering. The congratulations banner is made
using die cut notes on a peel-off stave.

Below: Vi Lawrence, Cheshire.
A Somerset star patchwork card with
peel-off sticker decorations.

Right: Christine Seed, West Yorkshire.
A new baby card featuring a card top-
per, alongside a stitched border and a
little pink safety pin sewn onto the card.

Right: Margaret Robertson, Inverclyde.
A space themed moving card with a 
tea bag folded rocket and glow-in-the-
dark star and planet stickers.

Above: Rosalind Waite, North Yorkshire.
I used bamboo nature paper for the
background of this card, with black and
green mulberry paper for the flower 
design. Finished with peel-off sticker
wording.
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Left: Joan Marshall, 
Devon.
A cross-stitched picture of 
a boy holding a model boat,
mounted in a printed border
card with peel-off sticker 
decorations.

Above: Norah Grey, Essex.
A red and white waterfall card made with die-cut panels
and printed cat pictures.

Below: Joyce McBain,
Cheshire.
The characters on this card
are made from plastic clips
with wobbly eyes and gem
dot noses, mounted on green
card. Finished with decorative
peel-off sticker borders and
matching extras.

Left: Mareth Allison. 
Renfrewshire.
A 2014 calendar card featur-
ing a découpage picture of a
victorian girl, mounted onto 
a lace-like die-cut panel.

Above: Pauline Demeza, Essex.
A retirement card featuring a découpage train on a tartan
paper background. The railway tracks are made from
peel-off sticker borders.

Below: Barbara Beeforth,
North Yorkshire.
This ‘Thinking Of You’ card
features a number of curls,
zentangle pentagons and
dots stenciled onto a cream
panel, with a peel-off sticker
message.

Left: Peggy Pickering, 
Surrey.
A peel-off sticker design on
the back of a cd which I have
coloured with ink. This in turn
is mounted on a pearlescent
card panel with gold borders.
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Above: June Harris, Southampton.
A die-cut owl with a folded mortar
board and a little rolled paper diploma
tied with string.

Below Right: Pam Robinson, Nottinghamshire.
This card features a découpage rosebud mounted on
shaped paper circles, above a tea bag folded embellish-
ment. Finished with gem dots and peel-off stickers.

Right: Patricia Terry, Worcestershire.
This condolence card features a die-cut tulip panel on a
black panel, with matching peel-off sticker borders and
decorative corners on the card itself.

Above: Muriel Adderley, 
Gloucestershire.
A sympathy card made with an oval off-
cut shape on a scalloped-edge parch-
ment panel. The lily design is stitched 
in mauve and black thread, with beads
for the stamens.

Above: Margaret Culpin, Suffolk.
A scallop edged card with paper rosebuds and peel-off
sticker borders. The silver panel on the bottom-right
could be used for different messages according to the
occasion.

Right: Gwen Doyle, 
Suffolk.
Punched creative paper 
flowers with peel-off sticker
centres. The background is a
lattice of white card strips. Fin-
ished with a ‘congratulations’
peel-off sticker on white card
and creative paper panels.

Below: Christine Moses, Essex.
An Easter, cross stitch design sewn onto canvas and
backed with silver card to add a bit of sparkle.
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Crafting Essentials
Basic Tools And Supplies 

CUTTING MATS
CM001 A3 Cutting mat: Great for larger projects.
CM002 A4 Cutting mat: Perfect for most cardmaking projects.
CRAFT KNIVES & BLADES
KNI01 Hobby knife & blades: General purpose, with blade.
KNI20 Spare blades for KNI01: Good for découpage.
KNI15 Olfa mini touch-knife: Self retracting blade for safety.
KNI21 Fiskars craft knife: Has a soft comfort grip.
KNI22 Spare blades for KNI21 & KNI23.
KNI23 Fiskars finger knife: Special design with a finger hole.
KNI24 Fiskars swivel knife: As above, but with a swivel blade.
KNI25 Spare blades for KNI24.
TRM1630 Fiskars paper cutter & ribbon curler: A handy gadget.
EMBOSSING TOOLS
SBT101 Embossing stylus: Pack of 2 double ended tools.
HOT03 Embossing heater: For rubber stamping heat embossing.
HOT02 Dual speed heat gun: As above, but with two speeds. 
GLUE DOTS AND HOOK & LOOP
ADH28 Glue dots, Didi enthusiast pack.
ADH29 Glue dots, Mini enthusiast pack.
ADH30 Glue dots, Craft enthusiast pack.
ADH31 Glue dots, Craft & mini dots.
ADH34 Glue dots, Hook & loop, white.
ADH35 Hook & loop dots, black.
ADH36 Hook & loop dots, white.
GLUES & ADHESIVES
ADH01 UHU clear adhesive: Black top - Good general purpose
adhesive, spirit based so it won’t distort your work. Great for
sticking difficult items like gems, fabrics etc. Tends to form
‘strings’ of glue as the nozzle is pulled away, so care is needed.
ADH07 UHU glue stick: General purpose glue stick.
ADH09 Glue gun & 3 glue sticks: For craft use 240v.
ADH10 Glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH12 Coloured glue sticks for ADH09.
ADH15 UHU power spray adhesive: General purpose, you will
need to protect the area around the items to be sprayed.
ADH19 Dries clear adhesive: Good for sticking glitter to acetate
sheets, and for seed beads.
ADH37 UHU extra all purpose adhesive: Similar to ADH01, but in
a thickish, non-stringing gel.
ADH41 Collall silicone adhesive kit 80ml: Odourless silicone glue
with a plastic key for squeezing and a syringe style applicator.
ADH40 Sakura quickie glue pen.
ADH45 Collall silicone adhesive - odourless - 80ml tube.
ADH46 Collall photoglue - 250ml tin.
ADH47 Collall photoglue - 50ml tube.
ADH48 Collall sticky glue - 50ml bottle.
ADH49 Collall glue stick xtra power - 40g tube.
ADH50 Collall varnish glue, brushable, semi-matt - 50ml jar.
ADH51 Collall varnish glue, brushable, slightly glossy - 50ml jar.
SG001 Silicone adhesive, 25ml: Original style silicone glue.
SG002 Silicone adhesive, 50ml: Original style silicone glue.
PVA01 Craft adhesive, 125ml: Good general purpose glue. Use
sparingly, particularly on card and paper as it is water based.
PENS
WRI62 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, gold.
WRI63 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 5.0mm, silver.
WRI64 Pentouch calligrapher marker: 1.8mm, white.
WRI65 Fine line black pigment ink pen -  0.5mm.
WRI66 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 2 gold/silver, apprx. 2mm.
WRI67 Staedtler metallic pens pack of 5 gold, silver, pink, blue
and green - approx. 2mm wide line.

PENS – FOR PEEL-OFF STICKERS
LUM01 Lumocolor Pens: Lovely pens - great results.
PENCILS
WRI21 HB Pencil.
WRI22 H Pencil.
WRI23 2H Pencil.
WRI24 B Pencil.
WRI25 2B Pencil.
WRI26 Set of 6 sketching pencils: B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B & 6B.
RULERS
RUL02 45cm (metric & imperial measurements): Cork backed
steel ruler - non slip for cutting.
SCISSORS
SCI12 Fiskars. Non-stick 45mm blades - good for découpage.
SCI13 Fiskars. Straight cutting scissors, 30mm curved blades.
SCI15 Fiskars snip scissors: Straight handles with a spring action
(a bit like garden secateurs). Soft grip and 45mm fine tip blades.
SCI23 Fiskars universal craft scissors with 80mm blades.
SCI16 Fiskars scissor sharpener: Neat design, simple to use.
Only for right-handed, straight blade scissors.
PPW301 Corner rounder: Lever style, corner rounding punch.
STICKY FIXERS & FOAM TAPE
ADH05 12 × 25 × 2mm white pads x 50 pads.
ADH18 5 × 5 × 2mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH25 3 × 3 × 2mm white pads x 1089 pads.
ADH26 3 × 3 × 2mm black pads x 1089 pads.
ADH27 5 × 5 × 1mm white pads x 400 pads.
ADH38 Foam Tape (white): 12mm × 2mm × 2metres long.
TAPES & PHOTO CORNERS
ADH13 Double sided tape: 6mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH16 Double sided tape: 12mm wide x 50metres long.
ADH42 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 3mm wide x 5m.
ADH43 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 6mm wide x 5m.
ADH44 Tacky tape - d/s tape with extra tack 12mm wide x 5m.
ADH53 Refill for UHU refillable glue roller, permanent - 14m roll.
ADH33 Masking tape 25mm wide x 50mtrs
ADH55 Masking tape 12mm wide x 50mtrs
ADH56 Low tack masking tape 12mm x 25mtrs
ADH57 Low tack masking tape 25mm x 25mtrs
PTM01 Photomount double-sided sheets: 300 x 1300mm.
PTM11 Photomount double-sided sheets: 450 x 1300mm.
SCA01 Photo corners: Clear plastic self adhesive corners in a
handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 corners.
SCA02 Mounting squares: 1cm squares of double sided sticky
paper in a handy dispenser box. Approx. 250 squares.
TRACING PAPERS
TR002A4 A4 90gsm: General purpose tracing paper.
TR003A4 A4 140gsm: Often used for parchment craft.
TRIMMERS (FISKARS)
TRM5446 Personal paper trimmer: Cuts up to 210mm.
TRM9893 Large paper trimmer: Cuts up to 300mm.
TRM9675T Spare blades for above trimmers and 9690 & 9698.
TRM9596 Spare blades for old style trimmers 9598 & 9590.
TWEEZERS
TWE03 Set of 4 tweezers: Approx. 12cm long with different tips
and actions.
QUILLING TOOLS
QT004 Quilling holder/guide: Perspex workboard for making
neat, even shapes.
QT005 3mm Quilling tool (medium): Steel with a rubber end.
QT006 2mm Quilling tool (small): Steel with a rubber end.

There are certain tools and supplies we all come back to again and again - essential cardmaking supplies.
To help you find these useful items quickly and easily we’ve gathered them together in one place.
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